
Section 3: Parts I-L(Notes and Journal Answers)
The data: preparing, understanding, using, and interpreting

Part I - Preparing the Data
Once the data is downloaded and the spreadsheet is open, it should look something like
this:

The next step is to add a column next to the last column which contains data. Please
follow the instructions on the SJS site. (Section 3, Part I)

c) You can copy this formula for the rest of the column, but you must copy the calculated cell
and the blank cell below it. Paste this into the rest of the column. Delta mag should show up in
every other row for a total of 8 numbers.
The last column should look like this:

Save this spreadsheet!
NEXT:
SAS Graphics Accelerator



Follow the instructions on the SJS site for installing this extension. Once you have
installed and clicked on the SAS extension, you will see this dropdown menu:

Click on “Laboratory.
Next you will see this screen: click on Tables

Next, Click on “Import Table”

On my chromebook, the choices for importing shows up in the “Downloads” file:



Once you have found the file and select import

As the instructions on the SJS site say, change the name if you would like.
Note how easy it is to move across the table. The meaning of some of the data is
explained in the next part, Part J.

Part J - Understanding the Data
This section gives some good information on the data contained in the columns.

Part K - Using the Data
Using the SAS extension allows one to sonify the data. This should be done by all group
members. Then anyone who would like to use another platform (like excel graphing) can
try it that way.



The first step is to filter the data: Follow the steps on the SJS site
The file_id column (identifies the image) has evenly spaced numbers that we can use. BUT,
there are two of each number (recall, one for the asteroid and one for the standard star).

We will filter the data and get rid of the double numbers, allowing us to use the file_id column as
one of our axis. Follow the steps below:

:

1. Find the column titled id(it is not the same as file_id!). It contains SRC0, SRC3, SRC0, SRC3,
etc(the SRC stands for source code), or  some set of repeating numbers.
Click on the box below the column name(row 2). It says “character”.

This opens a pop-up box titled “column properties”.

Scroll down inside the box until you get to "Filter Column".

5. The next box is titled “Value”. Type one of the numbers that occurs after the SRC into
this box, and then click on “OK”. This keeps all the rows with id value of SRC followed by
the number you picked. This eliminates the double numbers in the file_id column. You
should now have only 8 rows.



This keeps all the rows with an id value of the number you picked. This eliminates the double
numbers in the file_id column. You should now have only 8 rows.

6. Check to make sure the file id column has the last box checked for series data:



B. Creating the Graph

1. Move back to the left of the page so that you see the choices above the table.

2. Click on “Create Table from Filtered Data”.

A new page shows up.

3. Scroll down in the box under “Chart Type” until you see “Series Plot”. Click that.

4. Below the chart type is the x axis variable and y axis variable. The x axis is chosen for you:
file_id. You must choose the y axis. Scroll down under the y axis until you see delta mag. Click th

5. Scroll down to the bottom to the very left and click “Submit”. This will take you back to the
Table page.



6. Find the box below the button choices at the top. The box is a light green outline with the name
of the graph inside it. Click this to open the sonified graph.

7. Once the new window opens, explore the graph by using the right and left arrows on your
keyboard.

Part L - Interpreting the Data
Please follow the instructions on the SJS site for the interpretation.
The graph should look like the light curve made with the potato model. You can make a visual
graph from the above page by scrolling toward the bottom of the page and clicking on the hot link
for “View, download, and share a visualization of this series plot. It will look like this:



3. On the table, find the corresponding modified julian date(mjd) in column 18 for the two 'x'
values you read off the graph in step 1 above. (When you scroll over the graph, you can read the
point values.)
4. Subtract the smaller number from the larger number. Record the number.

5. This number represents the time for one half a rotation. Therefore, multiply it by 2.

6. Let's convert it to hours. Do this by multiplying the answer from #5 by 24 hours.

How close did you come to the accepted answer? How could you find this accepted answer?

The accepted answer is 5.385 hours.

NOTES:
1. Excel or Google sheets work just fine for those with vision.
2. If you would like to use more data, download the Kleopatra dense sample folder to

Afterglow Access. Photometer this data as you did before. You can still use the SAS
graphics accelerator to sonify the data in the light curve.
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